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ABSTRACT 
It is demonstrated that in many situations the sum of elements and the trace of a 
matrix behave similarly. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We use the following notation: 
n E Z,, fixed; 
JY” = the space of real n X n matrices; 
JZJ = the cone of real and nonnegative n x n matrices; 
Yn = the space of real and symmetric n X n matrices; 
.F”” = the cone of real, symmetric, and nonnegative definite n x n 
matrices; 
A = (aik) E _/I”; 
su A = C,C,a,,.; 
trA =Ciaii; 
p(A) = the spectral radius of A; 
{A l,...,A,}=the spectrum of A; A,>..- >h,if the eigenvaluesare real; 
{&..., U, } = an orthonormal basis of corresponding eigenvectors (if one 
exists); 
E=(l,...,l)T~W’; 
E = clU, + . . . + c,,U,. 
Let m E Z +. The formal analogy of 
su A”’ = ETAmE = c2jy” + . . . + $A”’ 1 1 ” ” (1) 
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with 
trA”‘=h’;+ ... +Xz (2) 
motivates us to study to what extent the properties of su and tr are similar. 
We are especially interested in whether tr has properties analogous to those of 
su presented in [l], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Many of our results are well known, but it 
may be of interest to systematize them. 
2. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES 
The following propositions are well known and/or easy to prove. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Linearity). 
(S,) su(A+B)=suA+suB,su(cA)=csuA,VA,B~&’, CER; 
(T,) tr(A+ B)= trA+trB, tr(cA)=ctrA, VA, BE.,&“, CEOB. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Definiteness). 
(S,) suA>O A (suA=O CJ A=O),VAE&‘; 
(T,) trA> 0 A (trA=O - A =0), VAEF~. 
Thu.3 Su is a n47rm in A;, and tr in gn. 
PROPOSITION 3 (Inner product properties). 
(S,) (A, B) = suA% is a semi-inner-product in A!‘” and an inner prod- 
uct in A:; 
(T3) (A, B) = trArB is an inner product in A”. 
Thus (su ATA) ‘I2 = [Ci(Ckaik)2] 1/2 is a semimnm in A” and a rwrm in J#:, 
and (trATA)‘12 = (CiCkaFk)“2 is a rwm in A?‘, the well-known Frobenius 
nm7n. 
PROPOSITION 4 (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). 
(S,) jsu ATSl < (su ATA)“2(su BTB)l”, VA, B E /iZ”; 
(T4) (trA’B1 < (trATA)1/2(tr BTB)1’2, VA, B E A”. 
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PROPOSITION 5 (Submultiplicativity). 
(S,) suAB<su AsuB, VA, BE&~:; 
(T,) ]trAB] < trAtr B, VA, B E g’“. 
3. SUM AND TRACE OF POWERS 
Let y be a norm in&?“. The following is well known (see e.g. [lo], [ll]): If 
p is submultiplicative, then 
(N,) p(A) G p(A), VA E A”; 
and for any p, 
(Na) lim p(A”‘)‘/” = p(A), VA E &?‘. 
m-m 
From (N,) it follows easily that 
if the limit exists. 
We study whether su 
= P(A) 
and tr have properties related to (N,), (N,), (Ns). 
PROPOSITION 6 (Spectral dominance). 
(S,) p(A)<suA, VAEJY’~; 
(T,) p(A) 6 trA, VA E 9”“. 
PROPOSITION 7. 
(S,) lim (suA”‘)“~ = 
P(A), VAEJY: 
h 
VA E 9” 
with 
m-cc 
P’ 
cl=“’ =cp_l=o, cp f 0; 
(Tr) hm (trA*)‘/” = p(A), VA E A”, with 
m-m 
A, ’ I&II* 
(3) 
(4 
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PROPOSITION 8. 
(Ss) m5m s= X,, VA E Ft” \ (0) satisfying (3) (cf [8, Theo- 
Wm 31); 
(T,) ,lblm =$ = p(A), VA E J&P’ \ (0) satisfying (4). 
PROPOSITION 9. The sequence (x,) is 
(S,) (a) decreasing if‘x, = (su Am)llrn, VA E _M: n 9”; 
1’m 
(b) increasing iffx, = , VA E 9” (see [6, p. 5181); 
su A”‘+’ 
(c) increasing if x, = - 
suA”’ ’ 
VA E 9” \ (0) (cf. [8, Theorem 31); 
(T9) (a) decreasing if x, = (trA”)‘/“, VA E gn; 
‘lrn 
trA’“+’ 
(c) increasing if x, = - 
trA’” ’ 
VA E 9” \ (0). 
Proof of Proposition 9. By (1) and (2), (T,)(a) follows from Jensen’s 
inequality [2, p. 281, and (S,)(b) and (T,)(b) from Schlomlich’s inequality [2, 
P. 261. @d(c) and (‘&)( c can be shown by straightforward differentiation. ) 
(S,)(a) remains to be proved; we use the same idea as in the proof of 
Jensen’s inequality. Omitting the trivial case A = 0, we can restrict X, = 1. By 
the Perron-Frobenius theory, there exists U, > 0 (elementwise); hence ci = 
ErU+Er(l,O ,..., O)r=l. Now 
x, = (cl” + c;q + . . . + c;xy = lqfj” 
with l>,X,,..., X, > 0, K, > 1. As m increases, h;, . . . ,A” decrease; hence 
K, decreases, being > 1. Thus also x, decreases. n 
Nonnegativity or nonnegative definiteness of A E Sp” alone does not 
guarantee (S,)(a). For example, let 
suA=l. 
Then A E 9’. but 
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For the second example, consider 
/o ... 0 1 
E .A:. A= 
Then 
A2 = 
I1 . . . 1 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1 . . . 1 0 
,O . . . 0 n-l 
Hence 
I . . . . . ...*... 
1 0 1 
. . . 0 1 
. . . 1 0 I 
2 A3 = (n - l)A, A4 = (n - 1)A’. 
(5) 
(su A3)‘/3 = 2’/3( n - 1)2/3, (su A4)l14 = n1/4( n - 1)1’2, 
the former being less than the latter if n > 14. The question of finding a 
counterexample E Sp” n &?f for n < 14 remains open. 
It is easy to see (cf. Proposition 10) that 
Neither does A E Y” fl A: guarantee other properties listed in Proposi- 
tion 9. For (S,)(b), (5) works as a counterexample [6]. For (S,)(c), see 
Proposition 12s. It is very easy to find counterexamples for (Ts). 
Next, we present some results corresponding to Proposition 9 under 
weaker assumptions. 
PROPOSITION 10. For any m E N: 
(S,,) (su A”‘)+ < su A, VA E A:; 
(T,,) (trA m lb < trA, VAE JXJ satisfying C,,,J,h, 2 0. ) 
Proof. (Ss) implies (S,,). To show (T,,,), let m > 2. By Jensen’s inequal- 
ity 
(AT + . . . + xym < (&l” + . . . + pinlmym < (A; + . . . + Py2. 
(6) 
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By the assumption, h, + . . . +h,>,Oand&+,h,h,>O; hence 
( A; + . . . + xy2 < A, + . . . + A,. (7) 
Now (6) and (7) imply (T,,). n 
PROPOSITION 11 (Mulholland and Smith [9], Loewy and London [5], 
Johnson [3]). For any m E N: 
m l/m 
(S,,) FG(+) ,VAEY~~.M:; 
(T,,) y <(y )“*, VA E MT. 
Proof For (S,,), see [9, pp. 682-6831. The case m = 3 follows also from 
Atkinson, Watterson, and Moran [l]. A generalized approach was introduced 
by London [6, Theorem 11. For (T,,), see [5, Theorem 11, [3, Theorem 41. 
4. FURTHER PROPERTIES 
We now consider results corresponding to Proposition 9(c). 
PROPOSITION 12s (London [7], Kankaanp’ti and Merikoski [4]). Z’he 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(S,,) $> q, VAEY'~&\{O}; 
m+1 
N,) +a ~,vAEYnnilt;\{O}, mEN; 
n < 3. 
The analogous result does not hold for tr, as we see by the counterexample 
Then 
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and we have 
trA3 1 -=_ <l=trA 
trA2 9 3 3 ’ 
A weaker result holds: 
PROPOSITION 12T. Let A E 9” n 4; \ (0). If its largest diagonal ele- 
ment and largest nondiagonal element lie in the same row, then 
Proof. Let a ,...,f >O, and let 
Then 
trA=a+d+ f, 
trA2 = a2 +2b2 +2c2 + d2 +2e2 + f2, 
trA3 = a3 + d3 + f3 +3(ab2 + ac2 + b2d + c”f + de2 + e2f)+6bce. 
Now 
3trA3 - trAtrA2 
= 2(a3 + d3 + f3)+7(ab2 + ac2 + b2d + c”f + de2 + e”f) 
+ 18bce - ad2 - a2d - af 2 - a2f - df 2 - d2f - 2(ae2 + b2f + c2d) 
=(a2-d2)(a-d)+(a2- f2)(a- f)+(d”- f”)(d- f)+K, 
where 
K = 7( ab2 + ac2 + b2d + c”f + de2 + e”f) +lBbce - 2( ae2 + b2f + c2d) 
= nonnegative terms+2a(b2 - e2)+2(b2 - c2)(d - f) 
=nonnegativeterms+2d(b2-c2)+2(b2-e2)(a- f). 
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It is no restriction to take b 2 c, e; then, by the assumption, d > for a > f. 
This implies K > 0, which proves (T,,). n 
PROPOSITION 13s (Marcus and Newman [8, Theorem 51). 
(Sl3) 
SU(A+B)~ suA2 
su(A+B) ’ suA + 
suB2 
sU,‘A,B~9’“withsuA,suB>0. 
Now the analogy holds. 
PROPOSITION 13T. 
(T ) tr(A+ B)2 ~ trA2 + trB2 
l3 tr(A+ B) trA 
- VA, B E 9”’ with trA,trB > 0. 
trB ’ 
Proof. (Ti3) is equivalent to 
2trABtrAtrB < (trA)2trB2 +(trB)2trA2. (8) 
By (T4) and the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality, 
2trABtrAtrB < 2(trA2)“2(trB2)“2trAtrB 
=2trA(trB2)1’2trB(trA2)1’2 
< (trA(trB2)1’2)2+(trB(trA2)1’2)2 
= (trA)2tr B2 + (trB)‘trA2, 
which proves (8). Similarly, we obtain an alternative proof for (S,,). n 
The counterexample 
shows that symmetry is essential in (S,,) and (T13). Symmetry is also 
necessary in (S,,): see the counterexample in [7, p. 5251. 
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5. REMARKS 
It is easy to see that equality is attained in all of our inequalities. 
Conditions of equality can be found, but since some of them seem to be 
rather complicated, we have systematically omitted the discussion of these 
conditions. 
Some of our results can be generalized replacing S(A) with XrAX, 
XEIWn,XTX=n. 
This work has been supported by the Foundation of the City of Tampere. 
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